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Cortland, NY April 4, 2007 - WetStone Technologies, Inc. is proud to
announce Gargoyle Investigator™ Version 3.0. WetStone’s Gargoyle
Investigator™ application is a popular digital investigation tool that provides
investigators with the ability to triage computers for the presence of malware,
(malicious software).
One of Gargoyle’s top features includes a capability to now conduct a quick
search not only on a stand-alone system but now the ability to scan a single
remote system for known contraband. This feature was previously only
available in the Gargoyle Investigator™ Enterprise Edition and now all
customers will have this option allowing a quick search across your network.
We have in addition enhanced the scan capabilities so that Gargoyle is now
able to successfully scan archive files supporting the most popular requested
file types including .zip, .rar, .jar, and more.
This version of Gargoyle is now able to support Windows Vista and we have
significantly increased scan speed (up to 25% faster) with better memory
utilization. Modifications made to the Gargoyle Evidence Report allow users
to incorporate a timestamp into scan details that is traceable to Universal
Coordinated Time (UTC), the official time source of the world. This traceability
back to UTC significantly improves the integrity of any digital evidence
collected.
“The release of Gargoyle Investigator™ Version 3.0 marks a major advance in
the core Gargoyle scanning engine in addition to many user requested
capabilities including separation of scan media details and updated drive
image mounting software,” stated Mark Reilly, Vice President of Research
and Development.
About WetStone Technologies, Inc. - WetStone Technologies, Inc. was
established in 1997 to advance digital investigation technologies and
training. WetStone is a market leader in steganography investigation, cyberweapon search and seizure and live digital investigation. Today we focus our
solutions and expertise on the challenges of eCrime Investigation, eForensics
and eCompliance. WetStone is a subsidiary of Allen Corporation of America
(www.allencorporation.com).

